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TechRadar is supported by the public. If you buy links on our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more about the best free tools, apps and games. TechRadar newsletter Subscribe to breaking news, reviews, reviews, analysis and more, as well as the hottest tech deals! Thank you for enrolling
in TechRadar. You'll get a verification email soon. There was a problem. Refresh the page and try again. Not spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your information without your permission. Even if you know everything you need to know about BitTorrent apps,
downloads can still be slow, like molasses. It's not you, it's the torrent. All-things-BitTorrent weblog TorrentFreak discusses how to speed up downloads by picking the fastest torrents. From your geeky roommates who eat up your internet connection at every night to your... Read morePhoto: Rebecca... In
a nutshell, it's all about the percentage of seeders in a swarm, as TorrentFreak Ernesto points out: Many people understand these basics. A torrent of 30 seeders and 70 leeches (30% seeders) goes faster than a 10 seeders and 90 leeches (10% seeders). However, it will be confusing when comparing
swarms of different sizes. For example, a torrent with 30 seeders and 70 leeches (30% seeders) will usually be faster than one with 500 seeders and 2500 leeches (20% seeders). Why? Simply because the swarm is a smaller percentage of seeders. When picking up the right torrents to download, the
percentage of seeders that swarm consists of is the most important thing to look at. A higher percentage of seeders mean that the average filling capacity available to leeches will be higher. So the next time you go looking for a fast torrent, not just straight to download most seeders. Instead, look for the
torrent with the highest seeder in the leech rate. Do you have your own best practices for blazing BitTorrent speeds? Let's hear the comments. G / O Media can get commissionhow to pick the fastest Torrents [TorrentFreak] Torrents is a neat way to download videos, but the're not quite as convenient as
the stream. Fortunately, Torrents Time is a browser plugin that allows you to stream torrents directly from your browser. By itself the plugin only allows you to stream torrents, but you still need the content stream. However, the Pirate Bay has increased to add support for the beta plan to its site. Now you
can go to pirate bay and stream torrents directly to the site as long as you have the plugin installed. Torrents Time works in most browsers (Firefox, Chrome, and Internet Explorer). The company seems to be offering money for a paid VPN service, in case you are wondering whether an app is designed in
no small part for piracy money. Which is a reasonable concern. Still, it obviously comes with a lot of the usual disclaimer: the Bay contains a lot of illegal content. The page itself has legal history. Running browser extensions from third-party sources that violate copyright is not the best idea. However, the
concept of streaming torrents is a very fascinating one on one on a technological level, so we'll trust Lifehacker readers to use good judgment when using it. You can read more about how Torrents Time works with the source link below. Torrents Time via The VergeG / O Media can receive commission
after setting up your computer, ready to download .torrent files. You can search for .torrent using an internet search engine to find sites that offer BitTorrent files. There are also a number of sites dedicated to BitTorrent file searching. These include isoHunt and TorrentSpy. Other sites that offer BitTorrent
files directly include bt.etree.org for shareable music, Legal Torrents for music, videos and books, and BT on EFnet for recent television shows. When you find the file you want, right-click the .torrent link, click Save Target As, and then save the file on your computer, such as the Windows desktop. The
.torrent file, which pointers to the file you want, is downloaded quickly. Then double-click the .torrent file saved on your computer. The BitTorrent client software displays and starts the download process: As mentioned above, the more computers the sender/host swarm, the faster the download process. If
you download only a few files with other computers in the swarm, the throughput will be relatively slow. Once the download is complete, leave open the BitTorrent client software so that other peers can download .torrent files from your computer.* Peers using BitTorrent can download only .torrent files from
your computer. If you already have a full copy of a file, your computer becomes a potential core for the file - as long as the software is still running. Sharing what causes faster BitTorrent downloads for you in the future. Client software can run the client software for each school year or overnight.* Simply
close the software when you're done. With legal consequences similar to other peer-to-peer software, BitTorrent can be used to download copyrighted material. Since BitTorrent handles large files extremely well, it is especially popular for downloading video files. The Motion Picture Association of America
has filed countless lawsuits, causing at least many high-traffic .torrent download sites to stop. BitTorrent itself is perfectly legal to use. However, when you select a file to download, it is your responsibility not to copyright the file. BitTorrent downloads are not anonymous information about your computer's
IP address, and downloaded files can be recovered from you. Despite improper use by distributors of copyrighted materials, the BitTorrent program itself is legal and innovative. with additions such as tit-for-tat and a source philosophy, BitTorrent will likely build a legacy of its own bridge to the next
generation of file server software. For more information about BitTorrent and related topics, check out the links below. Related HowStuffWorks Articles BitTorrent.comBrian BitTorrent FAQ and GuideBitTorrent Tweaks Resources Bram Cohen BitTorrent site BitTorrent FAQ and Guide Gnutella
WorksBitTorrent Tweaks hamilton/btclientconfig.htmletree 101, About.com. Sharing's New Face. The New York Times, 2004. The BitTorrent effect. Wired Magazine, 2005. While we're on the subject of bittorrent, weblog TorrentFreak has written a relatively simple step-by-step tutorial on remotely
downloading torrents from mac.All you'll need is a chat client (iChat or Adium) and your favorite bittorrent client. The author setup a torrent-only IM account that automatically accepts file transfers only from the contacts list and then sets the bittorrent client to watch the transfer folder for new .torrent files.
This is an interesting idea, and is certainly a simple alternative to some slightly more difficult methods of remote bittorrent download. The only problem is that I found chat apps notoriously unreliable for file transfer, but maybe they are their own demons. BitTorrent fan website Torrentfreak has a tutorial on
creating web interface and ... Read moreA simple way to remotely Download Torrents for Mac [TorrentFreak] Reports on the Asus WL-700gE have begun to make the rounds of gadget sites, so we thought we'd make sure you knew about it as well. The Asus WL-700gE, quietly launched a month or two
ago, has an 802.11b/g router with three USB 2.0 ports for external storage. The selling point of the router, however, is dual: first, the router contains an internal 160-Gbyte hard drive, and the second, it includes a small internal server that can process FTP or BitTorrent downloads without the need for a
PC. The router seems to cost $259.99 from various online merchants, so it's taken care of. However, it looks like a product that will need a bit of firmware tweaking by the manufacturer, as this review seems to indicate. The BitTorrent support is seaid to be buggy, with frequent, unrecoverable holidays if
the application has been followed for too long. It is also not entirely clear whether the data can be moved from the internal drive to an external storage unit. Overall I would say the router performs very well and is worth the money (I paid about $300), the TorrentFreak review concluded. However, the
BitTorrent client is very buggy and limited. It works but it could and should be improved essentially. The router would yet replace my normal torrent client, but it does the job at night Picture jacobian Heard BitTorrent, but not quite sure how to use it or wonder if it is worthwhile All? Here's a quick guide for
newcomers on how it works and how to start downloading torrent files. What is BitTorrent? BitTorrent is an Internet noble-to-noble file sharing protocol that works in a sort of decentralized fashion. The uniqueness lies in the fact that as you download some of the files from the original person of the file, you
still get parts from other downloaders to maximize data exchange. BitTorrent is one of the most commonly used protocols for transferring very large files because it doesn't overload web servers that provide download– since everyone is both sending and receiving, it's much more powerful than everyone
downloading from a single server. How BitTorrent Works To better understand how it all works, take a look at this diagram wikipedia details the process: In this animation, the colored bars represent the file under the 7 clients of the upper region above, each color represents a piece of the file. After the
initial cuts are transferred to the seed (large system at the bottom), the pieces are individually transferred from customer to customer. The original vision user only needs to send a copy of the file so that all clients receive copies. To stop the animation, click the stop or ESC key in your browser. Indexers
Indexer is a page that compiles a list of torrents and descriptions and is a place where users form a community (with rules!) around BitTorrent content. If you want to share, download, or request files, your indexing community is where you're going. These are usually in the form of a forum and/or IRC
channel. Trackers Tracker is a server that helps you control your peers, initiate downloads, and maintain statistics. Since most indexers have their own private trackers, most people only refer to them both as trackers. In this article, we will use this more general definition to avoid misunderstanding with
what you find on the Internet. Followers direct small pieces of data or packets to downloaders and help them connect to their peers — when downloading files, they upload them to other people who have different chunks of data in the file, and because everyone shares them while downloading, they
quickly zip. Seeders and leechers When you have finished downloading, you will become a visionary and continue to upload to other peers. If you disable the upload and just download it, you are referred to as a leech, and apart from ethical doubts can lead to being banned from the tracker. As such, it is



usually good practice to seed at least as much as to download. Image by nrkbeta Public vs Private Trackers Another aspect of trackers is that they are public or private – Private followers are based on membership, so only registered users can download, upload and/or access further downloads. A usually
do not require registration, or do it, it's free and always open. In general, the best experience comes from a private tracker with a strong community, so make sure you look around and you won't find one that suits your taste. BitTorrent clients The other side of the BitTorrent equation can be found on the
local computer: a client. The client's job is to manage torrents, actually connect with other peers, manage the statistics in the end, and of course download and upload. While the tracker gives instructions on what to do and how to connect, it's the client that actually does the heavy-lifting. For this reason, it
is important to choose a customer you trust, as well as a friendly customer. There is no shortage of free, feature-packed BitTorrent clients, but we strongly recommend uTorrent (Windows) and Transmission (Mac OS and Linux). uTorrent is a powerhouse with an app and is easily one of the easiest to run
Windows. Transmission is installed by default on Ubuntu and many other Linux distributions, and the Mac version runs extremely well and has growl support. They are both novice and resource-friendly but don't bounce out on some of the more useful options for advanced users. Note: uTorrent, by default,
allows Ask.com toolbar during installation and offers to use the default search Ask.com. It can be turned off without any problems, but it wears mention. The legality of BitTorrent BitTorrent itself is a protocol, so it falls to individual trackers as to what's legal and what's not. If copyright infringement occurs,
then the tracker is primarily responsible and subsequently users. You should probably avoid blindly downloading copyrighted works to public followers, as the IP address is easy to track. There are many legitimate uses for BitTorrent, however, for example, most community-led Linux distribution offers
torrents for their ISO. Phish fans often record live shows (provided they comply with Phish's guidelines on music trade) and share them online, as do many artists. There are plenty of legitimate trackers out there, such as torrent aggregators that put together links to legal download hostels on other
trackers. Here are some examples: Jamendo is a free music tracker that distributes Creative Commons-licensed albums, and artists can contribute to their own albums if it's licensed in the same way. Linux Tracker provides downloads for Linux distributions, both popular and low-key, and is a great
alternative to downloading ISO files. Clear Bits offers open licensed digital media downloads for free, instead offering content providers. And, as always, google can be a powerful ally in finding legitimate torrents. We here at How-To Geek do not condone piracy and we encourage you to please download
it responsibly. things are shared via torrents, small files containing text that act as instructions for the tracker. In order to download the files, you can hop on the tracker website and download the torrent torrent which is usually below 30 KB. Then open that torrent with the selected BitTorrent and you've
started downloading! The process is as simple as that, although there is much you can do to get the most out of your relationship when you play around with your client. Step by step Primarily, download and install the selected BitTorrent client. Here, I'm using uTorrent as my chosen client for Windows. If
you're using Mac or Linux, it won't be too hard to follow transmission. Next, we need a torrent file. There is a torrent of countdown album Break Rise Blowing by Jamendo. Once the torrent file is in an easily accessible (or well organized) location, all you have to do is double-click on the .torrent file to load
the client. You will see uTorrent pop up and give you a dialog box option for that download. Here you can choose where the torrent is downloaded, regardless of whether you want to add it to the top of the torrents line, and even disconnect from downloading individual files. Once you have agreed on what
you want, you can go ahead and click OK. You will see the queue in the main uTorrent window. From here you can manage your torrents: Pause button pauses the download, but keeps connections open. The Stop button stops the download and closes the connections. The Play button starts downloads
after pausing or stopping. The red X button gives you a quick to delete the torrent (and files if you choose). The Up arrow increases the priority of the torrent across all currently active torrents. The Down arrow reduces the priority in the queue. Getting started is as simple as that. The world of BitTorrent is
huge, but hopefully this installation will give you the incentive to take the plunge. Happy torrenting! torrenting!
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